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Introduction

B y The “quarrel of universals” one
may generally understand the
dispute concerning the nature

of that which is named by concepts
whose extensions do not consist of an
individual reality, i.e. a reality that is
strictly determined in space and time.
The main question it tries to answer
is whether these universals are things,
concepts or words. The threefold nature
of the question gives place to a three-
fold possibility of answering it: realism,
nominalism and vocalism. This division
of the theories comprised within the dis-
pute is itself currently under dispute.
it is considered inadequate by some con-
temporary exegetes because of the mul-
tiple nuances that the answer of each
author might have.1 still, we consider
that such systematization is adequate
for the modest purposes of this paper,
and we are going to refer to it in order
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to give more structure to our presentation, even though its weak points will be
emphasized when necessary. 

in what follows we are going to focus on the originality of peter Abelard’s
answer to the question at hand. This assumes two aspects: the analysis of the
arguments that he brings against the theories of his contemporaries, and a dis-
cussion of his status theory as it appears in the Logica “ingredientibus.” in order
to properly refer to these specific subjects, a brief presentation of the philosophical
context in which the dispute arises is required. 

The Beginning of the Quarrel

A lAin de libera sustains in his book entitled La Querelle des universaux
that the dispute both opposes and unites late antiquity and medieval
platonism and Aristotelianism.2 The opposition is based on the fact

that plato considers Forms as separate, whereas for Aristotle they are united with
matter. The unity between the two points of view is given by the very exis-
tence of this problem concerning the nature of universals in both schools.
These universals are the same with Aristotle’s predicables: the definition, the
genus, the unique property, the accident and the difference.3 Although the names
of these universals are already used by Aristotle, the question of the way in which
they exist is raised only later, by porphyry, in his Isagoge; still, it must be men-
tioned that neither Aristotle nor porphyry use the name universal in order to refer
to the predicables.4

We can cite three questions concerning genera and species which porphyry
asks, without also providing an answer to, but which will be of great impor-
tance to other philosophers: “i shall attempt, in making you a concise exposition,
to rehearse, briefly and as in the manner of an introduction, what the older
masters say, avoiding deeper inquiries and aiming suitably at the more simple.
For example, about genera and species—whether they subsist, whether they actu-
ally depend on bare thoughts alone, whether if they actually subsist they are bod-
ies or incorporeal and whether they are separable or are in perceptible items
and subsist about them—these matters i shall decline to discuss, such a subject
being very deep and demanding another and a larger investigation.”5

As one might see, porphyry’s questions are: (1) do genera and species sub-
sist, or are they only thoughts? (2) if they subsist, are they corporeal or incor-
poreal? (3) if they are incorporeal, are they separable or not?6 porphyry choos-
es not to answer them, because any such attempt would be much too complex
for the introductory purposes of his text.
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Boethius, on the other hand, in his commentary to porphyry’s Isagoge, has the
declared intention to stay as close as possible to Aristotle’s initial point of view
concerning the issue of universals.7 This seems to be an adequate move, given the
fact that the text he is commenting upon is nothing else than a commentary to
Aristotle’s Categories. By the mere detail of using such a concept as “universals,”
although the reality it designates has the same characteristics as Aristotle’s gen-
era and species, he does not follow his initial plan.8 An even more important
way in which Boethius distances himself from both Aristotle and porphyry is
the fact that he actually tries to answer porphyry’s three questions, and his respons-
es are quite original: (1) universals subsist; (2) they are incorporeal; (3) although
incorporeal, they subsist in sensible things. For such a position to become obvi-
ous one must mention that Boethius introduces a distinction between the way
in which universals subsist and the way in which they are understood: they sub-
sist in sensible things, but they are only understood as universals, independent
of that which is sensible, by a process of abstraction.9

Only in the twelfth century does the problem of universals appear formulated
in the terms in which Abelard himself is going to discuss it. A good synthesis
on the matter, in spite of the fact that some important authors such as William
of champeaux are not mentioned, is made by John of salisbury. in the Metalogicon
(Book ii, chapter 17) he briefly presents the theories of different participants
to the dispute, without explicitly naming the schools they belonged to (nowhere
in the text do names like “nominales,” “vocales” or “realistes” appear). Before
presenting the content of this passage, we should first try to make the inten-
tion of the author clear. he wants to show that too much importance was
given to an introductive text, namely, to porphyry’s Isagoge.10 The author’s
intention is to criticize his contemporaries, and we can suppose that his man-
ner of presenting their arguments is not actually objective. This does not dimin-
ish the value of his text; on the contrary, it makes it more valuable, given the
fact that it familiarizes us with the way in which the problem was actually
debated in the Middle Ages, i.e. we have an inside view showing us to what extent
some of the twelfth century authors devoted a great part of their works to the
subject, while others considered that doing so was a mistake.

Following the scheme proposed by Alain de libera, the first authors men-
tioned by John of salisbury can be included in the category of vocalists and nom-
inalists. The distinction between the two positions, however, is not empha-
sized by the author of the Metalogicon. Amidst the mentioned authors, one
finds Roscelin of compiègne and Abelard.

On the one hand, Roscelin and his followers say that universals are just
word sounds.11 Unfortunately, given the fact that none of this author’s works have
been preserved and John of salisbury’s presentation is so brief, we cannot say
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how he answered all of porphyry’s questions. One the other hand, Abelard argues
that universals are word-concepts (“sermones”). he is severely criticized by John
of salisbury, who says that he misinterprets anything that has ever been writ-
ten about universals, in order to prove his own theory.12 The same text presents
Abelard as having many followers who considered it wrong that a thing might
be predicated about another. This statement indicates the semantic nature of
the doctrine of those who were to be named nominalists: they move the dis-
cussion to the level of meaning and predication. But the author of the Metalogicon
finds this position weak because it is based on a misinterpretation of Aristotle.
in fact, according to John of salisbury, Aristotle mentions that such a predica-
tion is possible.13 in On Interpretation, Aristotle does make a distinction between
the universal and the individual which is based on the concept of predication: the
universal is what can be predicated of more subjects, whereas the particular
cannot.14 Unfortunately, he does not specify what the nature of the universal is,
i.e. whether it is a thing or a meaning, which led the nominalists to interpret it
as not being a thing and also allowed John of salisbury to criticize them on
the basis of the very same passage.

The next nominalists mentioned remain anonymous. it seems they had a
theory that could be summed up in the following manner: (1) the acts of intu-
itive understanding are genera and species; (2) genera and species are notions;
(3) the acts of intuitive understanding are notions; (4) and the acts of intuitive
understanding and notions contain the totality of universals.15 This theory is called
the “notion theory” and it is believed—without thorough proof—that John of
salisbury himself defended it.16

in the remaining part of the chapter, John of salisbury presents the realist the-
ories of Walter of Mortagne, Bernard of chartres, Gilbert of poitiers, Jocelin
of soissons, as well as the opinions of two authors who remain anonymous. Walter
of Mortagne and his followers say that universals are inherent to things. They
distinguish between different states of existence. For instance, plato is an indi-
vidual because he is plato; he is a species because he is a man; he is a genus because
he is an animal, and he is the most general genus because he is a substance.17

Bernard of chartres and his followers, John of salisbury believes, consider that
universals are forms. These might be characterized as the stable and eternal
origins of things.18 Gilbert of poitiers names universals native forms (“formae
nativae”). These are forms that do not subsist in God’s mind, but are inherent
to created things. The form is sensible when it is in things that can be per-
ceived by the senses, whereas when in the mind it is conceived as not being
sensible. Moreover, the form is singular in things when they are considered
one by one, but universal in things when they are considered together. Jocelin
of soissons, on the other hand, holds that only things within a collection have
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universality. One of the authors that remain anonymous names genera and species
“maneries” and John of salisbury criticizes him not only for this name, which
seems to come from a distortion of the latin language, but also for the lack of
clarity of his theory which does not specify whether it is discussing a collection
or a single universal. Finally, the last author mentioned, who also remains anony-
mous, names genera and species statuses of things.19 it should be noted that at
least at the level of the terms implied, one can say that there is a similarity between
this author and Abelard.

The presentation of the context in which Abelard’s own theory was conceived
is necessary because of the disputative character of Abelard’s own writings. his
position must be understood in relation to that of his contemporaries and as inte-
grated within a textual tradition that had developed throughout an entire cen-
tury, but which had its roots in texts pertaining to the late Antiquity. even though
we cannot fully trust the exposition made by John of salisbury, it is sufficient
in order to paint a picture of the discussions specific to his time and to inte-
grate that which follows (the presentation of Abelard’s theory of the status) in
a doctrinal and conceptual context. At the same time, John of salisbury’s expo-
sition has the advantage of being contemporary to the debate itself. This means
that it gives us a privileged inside view into the debate.

Abelard’s Answer to the Quarrel

B eFORe pResenTinG the concept of status20 which plays an essential role
in his theory because it represents the ontological basis for universal names,
Abelard argues against the different types of realist theories that he had

encountered. his general argument against the possibility of universals to exist
as things takes the form of a counterargument: the theories X, y, Z are the
only ones that sustain that universals are things, but the theories X, y, Z are impos-
sible because they contradict both authority and reason, so universals are names.
it should be noted from the beginning that he does not offer arguments against
all the theories mentioned above, and he is also more critical of realist theories
than of vocalist ones.

The first theory that Abelard tries to argue against is material essence realism.21

he considers that both porphyry and Boethius had formulated such a theory.
in his opinion, porphyry suggests that a common thing, such as the species
“human,” is multiplied in particular things by the adding of different proper-
ties; for instance, a certain individual is formed of a collection of properties
that cannot be found in any other individual. At the level of the species, the expla-
nation remains the same: in every different species of the animal genus there is
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an identical substrate, as if one were modeling from the same wax the statue of
a man and that of an ox. The only problem is that whereas the same wax is not
modeled in the shape of a man and of that of an ox at the same time, a univer-
sal is supposed to be the basis for different species and individuals at the same
time. On the other hand, Boethius is said to consider that the same whole is simul-
taneously in more things, and when shapes are added to it is particularized. in
other words, any universal is universal in nature but particular in act, incorporeal
by nature but corporeal and sensible in act. This way, the same things that sub-
sist as singulars are understood as universals.22

Abelard’s first argument against this theory is that a common material essence
supposes that things with different forms are in fact identical. it is the fact that
they share the same matter that makes them so. Thus we would find opposed
properties. Or even worse, we would have to agree that contraries are no longer
contraries when they are united in the same essence. The presence of contraries
in something in the same time can be extended to the case of individuals. According
to Abelard, if there were only one essential matter for each species in the genus
and, furthermore, only one such essential matter in each species for the individual
of that species, then rationality and irrationality would be at the same time in
socrates and in Brownie (the donkey), because socrates is Brownie. The argu-
ment is sophistical:23

• socrates is Brownie, because everything that is in socrates besides the
form of socrates is also in Brownie and is different from Brownie’s form. This
part of the argument is an obvious premise: if both socrates and Brownie have
a common matter—the animal genus—which is informed by different forms,
then everything they are besides their very forms—which are supposed to par-
ticularize and individualize them—is the same in both of them.

• And everything that is in Brownie, different from Brownie’s form is Brownie.
so, Brownie’s essence is Brownie; in other words, the matter, as long as it is
informed by Brownie’s form, is Brownie.

• so, whatever is in socrates different from his form is Brownie. in other
words, socrates’ matter is Brownie. it is at this point that the argument weak-
ens. it is not necessary that the shared matter be Brownie in the absence of
Brownie’s form. There is a great difference between saying “socrates and Brownie
share the same matter” and saying “socrates is his matter, thus he is Brownie.”
But socrates himself is that which is different from the form of socrates. Thus,
socrates is Brownie. These last two corollaries are of course false, given their
premise.

Abelard’s second argument against material essence realism criticizes the fact
that this doctrine supposes that there are only ten forms. each form is one of
Aristotle’s categories. All quantities and all qualities and all other essences are essen-
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tially the same in themselves, and since two humans, such as plato and socrates
for instance, are informed by the same forms we cannot say that they are differ-
ent, because none of the ten essences can make a difference in their case.24 To
this argument one might answer that even though they are essentially the same,
the forms inform matter in different ways. For instance, both red and green are
qualities, but this does not mean that something red and something green are
the same thing just because they are informed by the same category.

in the third argument against material essence realism, Abelard asks how
we can call substances numerically multiple, since the diversity is that of forms,
whereas the substance, which is also the subject, stays essentially the same. But
it is absurd to suppose that the advocates of material essence realism thought that
substances are multiple in themselves while maintaining that there is just one
common essence. it is not the substances that are considered multiple, but the
combinations of substance and accidents which differ from one case to another
are multiple. For instance, socrates is different from any other man due to the
specific combination of forms that inform him.25

The fourth argument, and by far the strongest one, is based on the fact that,
according to this specific form of realism, individuals seem to be produced by
their accidents. This supposes that accidents are prior to individuals, and dif-
ferences are prior to species. But if accidents are prior to substances, then they
exist outside of subjects,26 which contravenes to the way in which they are described
by Aristotle.27

still, these arguments against material essence realism do not suffice to conclude
that the only other possible alternative is nominalism. That is why Abelard tries
to argue against other possible forms of realism. These are indifference realism—
a type of realism that sees individuals as universals—and collective realism.

indifference realism states that individuals do not differ only in form, but also
in their individual essence. What we can find in an individual, we cannot find in
any other individual: they do not have a common form, nor do they have a com-
mon matter. still, universals exist in things; not by virtue of a common essence, but
by indifference.28 This indifference is described by Abelard as a sort of resemblance;
as if one were to say, for instance, in the case of the universal “human” that plato
and socrates pertain to it by virtue of the fact that they do not differ in certain
aspects.29 Abelard’s argument against this particular type of realism is the follow-
ing: plato and socrates do not differ either in the fact that they are not stones, which
does not make not-being-stones their genus.30 his argument against this theory
is not necessarily very strong, because the theory clearly refers to similarity in
what things are, whereas Abelard gives an example of negative similarity.

Another type of realism which Abelard argues against is that which defines
the universal as an individual essence. According to this theory, every man is a
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species, as long as he is a man. There are just as many species as there are indi-
viduals and just as many genera. But under the aspect of the similarity of natures,
there are fewer universals than singulars.31 Just before criticizing it, Abelard refor-
mulates this theory: every individual is a universal, because he is similar to oth-
ers.32 This theory implies the multiplication of universals in particulars. For instance,
in socrates there are at least three universals: socrates as socrates, socrates as a
human, and socrates as an animal. This is a form of the theory which John of
salisbury attributes to Walter of Mortagne and his followers.33 Abelard’s main
argument against this theory is that it does not establish a clear distinction between
being predicated of one and being predicated of many.34

The last realist theory he mentions is the one which understands the univer-
sal as a collection,35 i.e. collective realism. This theory states that universals are
collections of individuals, and these collections are things, regardless of the
individuals that compose them. in his study “Abailard on collective Realism,”
Alfred J. Freddoso is of the opinion that Abelard’s objection against collective
realism is strong because it is based on showing the incapacity of such accounts
to justify predication. The basis of this objection, made explicit by Freddoso, is
the implicit distinction made by Abelard between integral and subjective parts.36

in the Logica “ingredientibus,” when mentioning this type of realism, Abelard asks
how a whole collection of men can be predicated of many without being pred-
icated of each individual.37

A possible solution would be to regard collections as integral wholes, and their
individuals as integral parts. in this manner, universals are predicable of many,
because the integral whole is predicable of all its parts as a collection. A possi-
ble counterargument, coming from a contemporary point of view, would be that
in such a case we are dealing with identity and not with predication. such an
objection is to be overlooked, because the medieval distinction between predi-
cation and identity was not as subtle as the contemporary one. This kind of pred-
ication is of a collective type. distributive predication is opposed to it. This
latter kind of predication implies that the whole can be predicated of each of
its parts. in this case the whole is no longer an integral one, but a universal one.38

in order to make this distinction even clearer, Freddoso uses, for explanatory pur-
poses only, duns scotus’ distinctions between subjective parts and integral parts,
and between the universal whole and the integral whole: when a whole con-
sists of subjective parts, the definition of the whole is predicable of the parts.
For instance, in the case of man, defined as a rational animal, the definition is
applicable to any individual man. in the case of the integral parts which consti-
tute a quantitative whole, the definition of the whole is not predicable of the
parts.39 This would be best exemplified by a team or an army. The definition of
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such a collection, just like any of its properties, cannot be transferred to any indi-
vidual member without the risk of fallacy. 

Taking all this into consideration, we can see how such an account of uni-
versality fails to explain a simple predication such as “X is a man,” and Abelard’s
question which we have cited above can be supposed to imply the following ques-
tion: if universals are integral wholes and not universal wholes, then what
analysis of simple predication can collective realism provide?40 it is in showing
this particular weakness of the theory of his opponents that Abelard’s argu-
ment becomes strong, because there is no possible way in which a collective real-
ist could overcome it.41 Besides its inability to explain predication, the theory has
another weak point worth mentioning: it supposes that individuals are prior to
the whole, and it is actually universals which should be prior in any such account.42

After criticizing these contemporary theories, Abelard concludes that only
words can be universal.43 it is words that can be predicated of the many, taken
one by one, that are universals. singulars are those that can only be predicated
of one.44 To predicate something is different from simply uniting words syntac-
tically. predication depends on the nature of things and tries to indicate some-
thing true related to it (it aims at clarifying the “status” of things), whereas
syntactical binding only aims at correctly expressing a meaning. There is also a
difference between universals and common nouns: universals can sometimes
be verbs, but never common nouns; common nouns can appear in other cases
than the nominative, whereas universals can only be in the nominative case.45

As we can see from the definition given above, Abelard shifts the interest of
the dispute regarding universals from the problem of the existence of univer-
sals as things to that of the meaning of universal names. The problem with
universal names is that their meaning seems not to be connected to any partic-
ular thing—it is only individuals that exist as things for Abelard. it also seems,
at a first superficial glance, that such concepts cannot refer to that which is
common to things, because things are separate and do not have any common
facts which could represent the meaning of universal names. Abelard even
interprets Boethius as attributing no meaning to the universals themselves, but
only to predications within a sentence, i.e. to predicates united to a subject.
however, this is an opinion that Abelard rejects.

in the domain of meaning, Abelard makes a very subtle distinction between
“intellectum de eis surgentem” and “intellectum ad singulas pertinentem.” This
is supposed to be the distinction between an understanding which takes universals
as a point of departure, but needs something else in order to have full meaning
(this is the case of the conceptions which state that universals cannot have a mean-
ing of their own), and the meaning that universals have on their own, a mean-
ing which leads to an act of understanding. This meaning is independent of
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the existence of the things which are named, and it is also independent of the
meaning of sentences.

Abelard moves forward in presenting his point of view by making a further
distinction: that between the common cause for the imposition of universal names
and the common conception of the intellect about the similarity between things.
he will also try to figure out whether we say “common word” because of the
first or because of the latter. his conclusion will be that we say “common
word” because of both aspects. 

On the one hand, the common cause is that in which things are similar,
independent of our intellection, objectively; the common conception, on the
other hand, is linked to our subjectivity. An example of a common cause of impo-
sition is, for instance, that people resemble each other in the fact that they are
people; but this fact, also named status by Abelard, is not a particular human
being, it is not a thing, nor is it a mental conception. such is the common
cause for the imposition of names, and the one who establishes the common word
through which all essentially similar things are to be named understands their sta-
tus. it is obvious that Abelard imagines that there is an initial moment in which
things are baptized. 

Furthermore, the common conception supposes an act of understanding estab-
lished by the universals. This understanding is not based on the very form of that
which is understood, but rather on a certain activity of the soul. so the form,
as an action of the soul, will be something created by the mind.46 The intellec-
tion of universals conceives a common and unclear image of more things.47

To the question whether a name produces an act of intellection or an opin-
ion, Abelard answers that a name produces an act of understanding rather than
an opinion, because its inventor wanted it to represent the nature and proper-
ties of the thing named, even though this inventor could not see those proper-
ties clearly.48

From this answer one can understand the following: (1) there is a status of
things, which creates an unclear image of the nature of the thing to be named
in the mind of the one who is to establish its name; (2) the name, once estab-
lished on the basis of an intellection of the one who establishes it, creates fur-
ther acts of understanding in the minds of those who use it. We can now con-
clude that there are two levels of universality: the status and the common conception.
And for this reason, the name is initially given on the base of the status and
later on that of the common conception, none of which are things.

According to peter King, the idea that the meaning of a term is not necessarily
linked to the existence of an entity which corresponds to it is based on a more
subtle distinction: that between signifying things and signifying meaningful men-
tal contents, a distinction which King49 considers close to that which Gottlob
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Frege establishes between sense and reference.50 This comparison has only an illus-
trative value, given the fact that the distinction between sense and reference
was made in order to clarify the assignation of proper names, more precisely,
to explain the cases in which the same thing has two names. such an approach
accomplishes its purpose by shedding some light on what Abelard understands
by status and by common conception, the two warrants of universality. it also has
the great merit of showing how a medieval issue, formulated in similar terms and
surrounding the meaning of names, remained a valid issue for centuries to come.

Conclusions

O UR invesTiGATiOn allows us to make three remarks. The first is that
Abelard’s theory is integrated in a larger debate and his concepts are spe-
cific to the twelfth century. For his contemporaries he was just one of

many who had tried to give an answer to the quarrel of universals. The second
is that, although his arguments against the opposing theories are not very strong,
they are sufficient for him to propose a new theory which does more than
argue for new thesis, and which shifts the interest of the debate from purely meta-
physical aspects to the domain of signification. The third is that his new theory
is actually very close to the theories of the realists, due to the concept of status.
This concept supposes that the universal name is actually based on something
common to more particulars. But the difference between his theory and that
of any realist is that Abelard never turns the similarity in which things find them-
selves into a thing.
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Abstract 
Abelard’s Answer to the Quarrel of Universals

Our investigation has two main points: a contextualization of Abelard’s account of universals
and a detailed analysis of his theory as it is formulated in the Logica “ingredientibus.” The inter-
est of the first point is to show that Abelard is just one author among the many who tried to
offer a solution to the debate. in order to do so, we follow and comment upon John of salisbury’s
presentation of contemporary theories on the subject. The interest of the second point, however,
is to show how Abelard’s answer is subtle and important in itself. his theory is especially inno-
vative due to the fact that it changes the framework of the debate: it no longer belongs to the
domain of metaphysics, but to that of meaning. 
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